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Rationale
S&P Global Ratings assigned its 'AA-' program rating and 'AA-' underlying rating for credit program to the city of New
Bedford, Mass.' 2018 state qualified municipal purpose general obligation (GO) bonds. At the same time, we affirmed
our 'AA-' program rating and 'AA-' underlying rating on the city's debt outstanding. The outlook on the program rating
is stable, reflecting the outlook on th state of Massachusetts, and the outlook on the underlying rating is stable.
Additionally, we assigned our 'SP-1+' short-term rating to the city's GO bond anticipation notes (BANs) and affirmed
its 'SP-1+' short-term rating on the city's existing BANs outstanding that mature May 3, 2018. The short-term note
rating reflects our criteria for evaluating and rating BANs. In our view, New Bedford maintains a very strong capacity
to pay principal and interest when the notes come due. The city has what we view as a low market risk profile because
it has strong legal authority to issue long-term debt to take out the notes and is a frequent issuer that regularly provides
ongoing disclosure to market participants.
New Bedford's full-faith-and-credit pledge, subject to the limitations of Proposition 2-1/2, secures the bonds and
BANs. We rate the limited-tax GO debt based on the application of our "Issue Credit Ratings Linked To U.S. Public
Finance Obligors’ Creditworthiness" criteria (published Jan. 22, 2018, on RatingsDirect). We are rating the obligation
at the same level with our view of New Bedford's general creditworthiness as expressed in our rating on the
unlimited-tax GO bonds.
We understand officials intend to use bond proceeds to permanently finance existing BANs, originally issued for school
construction and other capital projects. We further understand that the BAN proceeds will provide funding for school
construction, airport improvements, and other capital projects.
The long-term rating reflects our assessment of the following factors for the city:
• Adequate economy, with projected per capita effective buying income (EBI) at 71.3% and market value per capita of
$61,250, though that benefits from access to a broad and diverse metropolitan statistical area (MSA);
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• Very strong management, with "strong" financial policies and practices under our Financial Management
Assessment (FMA) methodology;
• Strong budgetary performance, with break-even operating results in the general fund and break-even operating
results at the total governmental fund level in fiscal 2017;
• Adequate budgetary flexibility, with an available fund balance in fiscal 2017 of 7.8% of operating expenditures;
• Very strong liquidity, with total government available cash at 18.9% of total governmental fund expenditures and
3.6x governmental debt service, and access to external liquidity we consider strong;
• Adequate debt and contingent liability position, with debt service carrying charges at 5.2% of expenditures and net
direct debt that is 41.6% of total governmental fund revenue, as well as rapid amortization, with 65.2% of debt
scheduled to be retired in 10 years, but a large pension and other postemployment benefit (OPEB) obligation and
the lack of a plan to sufficiently address it; and
• Strong institutional framework score.

Adequate economy
We consider New Bedford's economy adequate. The city, with an estimated population of 96,142, is in Bristol County
in the Providence-Warwick MSA, which we consider to be broad and diverse. It has a projected per capita EBI of
71.3% of the national level and per capita market value of $61,250. Overall, market value grew by 6.3% over the past
year to $5.9 billion in 2018. The county unemployment rate was 4.7% in 2016.
In recent years, New Bedford has worked to redefine its local economy. The city's location on the Massachusetts coast
enabled it to become one of the region's largest fishing ports, as well as a manufacturing hub. While the fishing
industry continues to thrive as one of the largest commercial fishing ports in the country, the city has looked to
develop other industries to diversify and expand the economy.
Most notably, the city is hoping to capitalize on its marine commerce terminal, a state-funded $113 million, 26-acre
facility built for the assembly and deployment of offshore wind turbines. The terminal was built largely to
accommodate the Cape Wind project, but that project reached an impasse and dissolved in January 2015. Currently,
the state is in the final stages of selecting a winning bid from three competing proposals projects for developing
offshore wind projects on the Massachusetts coast. As potentially the only site capable of handling the technical needs
of these proposals, the city is positioned well to potentially benefit from future wind development projects.
Additionally, New Bedford is continuing to work toward opening a new business park. Located on the site of the city's
existing golf course, which would be reconfigured to accommodate the loss of acreage, the city's second business park
would consist of 250+ acres at the convergence of two highways. City management had previously anticipated a fiveto seven-year development timeline, but believes now that will be accelerated to two-to-three years.
City management is very active in promoting economic development. Recent projects to redevelop downtown have
helped expand tourism, resulting in a new boutique hotel, brewing company, and other new small businesses. Given
management's hands-on approach to economic development, we expect that the city's tax base will continue to
expand. The city is also well positioned to make great strides over the medium-to-long term if the marine terminal or
business park projects stimulate other major developments. However, the underlying economy remains somewhat
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challenged, as evidenced by the wealth and income metrics. We expect that the city will continue to see expansion of
the tax base, but that the economy will remain adequate over the two-year outlook period.

Very strong management
We view the city's management as very strong, with "strong" financial policies and practices under our FMA
methodology, indicating financial practices are strong, well embedded, and likely sustainable.
New Bedford's key budgeting practices include the use of historical data and trend analysis to guide its revenue and
expenditure assumptions. In preparing its annual revenue projections, management considers state and county tax
assessments and the city estimates nontax revenues when calculating the annual tax levy. For expenditures,
management accounts for principal and interest on debt service and adjustments to contractual obligations.
Furthermore, it monitors budgetary performance and reports budget-to-actuals to the city council quarterly,
addressing budget trends and variances. These reports are easily accessible on the city's website, increasing
transparency. Supplemental appropriations and transfers between appropriation items may be made during the course
of the fiscal year with approval of the city council.
Furthermore, the city maintains a comprehensive five-year capital improvement plan (CIP) that describes and
prioritizes major projects and capital vehicle replacements by municipal department. The plan is prepared annually, in
coordination with the budget process, and identifies internal and external funding sources. At the same time, the city
has a limited long-term financial plan, and management is working internally and with outside entities to revise and
improve it.
New Bedford maintains a formal investment policy in accordance with state statutes. In addition, the city treasurer
delivers a quarterly earnings and holdings report to the CFO. There is also a written debt management policy which
identifies debt affordability and capacity targets based on outstanding debt as a percentage of per capita income,
outstanding debt as a percentage of assessed valuation (not to exceed 10%), and annual debt service as a percentage
of general fund expenditures (not to exceed 10%). The policy also includes a goal to amortize 60% to 70% of
tax-supported debt within 10 years. Furthermore, the city's reserve policy targets a stabilization reserve balance of
2%-6% of the current year's general fund budget, and free cash balances of no lower than 1% of the operating budget.
The city is currently in compliance with its reserve policies.

Strong budgetary performance
New Bedford's budgetary performance is strong, in our opinion. The city had break-even operating results in the
general fund, but a balanced result across all governmental funds of 0.4% in fiscal 2017.
The city finished the year with break-even results in both the general fund and total governmental funds. Our analysis
accounts for recurring transfers, as well as the expenditure of bond proceeds and one-time revenues.
Officials had predicted break-even results in fiscal 2017, finishing the year with a $68,000 surplus in the general fund.
Management notes three main sources of expenditure growth--pension contributions, employee health care, and
charter schools--and they will continue to monitor and adjust the budget for these expenses. There was a goal in 2017
of maintaining services while providing tax relief with a $700,000 use of fund balance to stabilize the tax rate.
Management is anticipating a modest general fund surplus in fiscal 2018, with an anticipated surplus of approximately
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$1.5 million. The fiscal 2019 budget is in the process of being finalized. Management is working to constrain health
care expenditure growth, while also absorbing previously grant-funded public safety personnel. Additionally, the city is
working to absorb an increase in its required pension contribution of $1 million. Based on management's projections
for fiscal 2018 and its clear efforts to produce year-end balanced results, we expect that the city will continue to
produce strong budgetary performance.
However, we note the city may be somewhat susceptible to state-aid decreases since intergovernmental revenue
accounts for 56% of general fund revenue and 66% of total governmental funds revenue; commonwealth revenue,
however, has been relatively stable and management has done well to appropriately budget any changes. We note
property taxes generate 33% of general fund revenue, and property tax collections have improved to 97% in fiscal
2017. Additionally, while pension and OPEB carrying charges totaled 9.9% of total governmental funds expenditures in
fiscal 2017, if these costs grow, they could further pressure the budget.

Adequate budgetary flexibility
New Bedford's budgetary flexibility is adequate, in our view, with an available fund balance in fiscal 2017 of 7.8% of
operating expenditures, or $26.5 million.
While the city's available fund balance remained essentially flat on a dollar-basis, it declined as a percentage of
expenditures to 7.8% from 8.4%. We have included the city's stabilization fund in our calculation, as it can be made
available for use by the city council. New Bedford's reserve policy is based on the stabilization account, which it is
currently in compliance with, at 3.0% of 2018 budgeted general fund expenditures. We note the city has $27 million in
unused levy capacity, which provides additional flexibility in raising revenues. We do not expect the available fund
balance to decline on a nominal basis, but it may shrink further as a percentage of expenditures depending on fiscal
2018 year-end results. Currently, we expect that that budgetary flexibility will remain adequate.

Very strong liquidity
In our opinion, New Bedford's liquidity is very strong, with total government available cash at 18.9% of total
governmental fund expenditures and 3.6x governmental debt service in 2017. In our view, the city has strong access to
external liquidity if necessary.
New Bedford is a regular market participant that has issued debt frequently over the past several years, including GO
bonds and BANs. The city does not have any variable-rate or direct-purchase debt, nor does it have any contingent
liquidity risks from financial instruments with payment provisions that change on the occurrence of certain events.
Furthermore, city investments are subject to state statutes. New Bedford's formal investment policy allows it to invest
its cash in low-risk assets, including the state's short-term investment funds, certain mutual and money market funds,
U.S. securities and municipal obligations, or short-term certificates of deposit (CDs). Currently, the majority of its cash
is invested in money market funds and CDs that mature in less than one year. For these reasons, the available cash
position remains very strong and stable, and we expect the liquidity profile to remain very strong over the next two
fiscal years.
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Adequate debt and contingent liability profile
In our view, New Bedford's debt and contingent liability profile is adequate. Total governmental fund debt service is
5.2% of total governmental fund expenditures, and net direct debt is 41.6% of total governmental fund revenue.
Approximately 65.2% of the direct debt is scheduled to be repaid within 10 years, which is, in our view, a positive
credit factor.
Following this issue, the city anticipates issuing about $33 million in new-money debt to finance several capital
projects and capital leases, as referenced in the CIP. We do not expect this additional debt to weaken the debt profile,
as we expect the city to pay off existing principal in an amount greater than the two-year debt plans.
In our opinion, a credit weakness is New Bedford's large pension and OPEB obligation, without a plan in place that we
think will sufficiently address it. New Bedford's combined required pension and actual OPEB contributions totaled
9.9% of total governmental fund expenditures in 2017. Of that amount, 6.0% represented required contributions to
pension obligations, and 3.9% represented OPEB payments. The city made its full annual required pension
contribution in 2017. The funded ratio of the largest pension plan is 46.3%.
The city participates in the New Bedford Contributory Employees' Retirement System, of which it represents
approximately 87% of the total system liability and contributions. It paid $26.7 million for its proportionate share of the
required contribution in 2017. The city's proportionate share of the net pension liability was approximately $300
million, as of Dec. 31, 2016. Historically, it has fully funded its actuarially determined contribution in full and
management expects it will continue to do so. The city is on schedule to fund the pension plan in full by 2034. The
system is 46.3% funded, which we consider very low, using a discount rate of 7.75%, which we consider somewhat
higher than average. Should the discount rate decrease, we would anticipate that the unfunded liability and required
contributions would increase, likely further pressuring the budget.
The city's teachers participate in the Massachusetts Teachers' Retirement System (MTRS), which qualifies as a special
funding situation. The state makes all contributions on behalf of the city, which has no obligation or liability under
MTRS.
The city recently completed an exhaustive review of its health care program, with the objective of reducing retiree
health care costs, and it continues to examine how it may do so further. In December 2015, the city council voted to
establish an OPEB trust fund, which currently has a balance of $1.1 million. New Bedford adopted a policy to
contribute at least 10% of certified free cash being added to the trust each year. In 2017, it contributed $270,000. The
OPEB unfunded actuarial accrued liability is $485 million. We expect the city's retirement liabilities to remain
significant in the short-to-medium term, with annual costs potentially accelerating and pressuring the budget, as the
city approaches the 2034 pension funding target.

Strong institutional framework
The institutional framework score for Massachusetts municipalities is strong.
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Outlook
The stable outlook reflects our opinion of New Bedford's very strong management, which is supported by the city's
emphasis on maintaining and adhering to formal plans, policies, and practices. It also reflects the city's ability to
sustain its very strong liquidity, in conjunction with consistent budgetary performance and flexibility. While New
Bedford's economy remains somewhat challenged, we believe it will remain adequate due to its participation in the
broad and diverse Providence-Warwick MSA. In addition, we expect that the debt and liability profile will remain
relatively stable over the next several years. For these reasons, we do not expect to change the rating within the next
two years.

Upside scenario
All else being equal, we could raise the rating if the city's wealth and income metrics and budgetary flexibility were to
increase to levels we consider commensurate with higher rated peers, while also mitigating its long-term pension and
OPEB liabilities.

Downside scenario
We could lower the rating if the city experiences a significant deterioration in budgetary performance, leading to
weakened fund balance reserves and liquidity constraints.

Related Research
• S&P Public Finance Local GO Criteria: How We Adjust Data For Analytic Consistency, Sept. 12, 2013
• Incorporating GASB 67 And 68: Evaluating Pension/OPEB Obligations Under Standard & Poor's U.S. Local
Government GO Criteria, Sept. 2, 2015
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Affirmed

Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to express our view on rating relevant factors,
have specific meanings ascribed to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in conjunction with such criteria.
Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for further information. Complete ratings information is
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available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at www.capitaliq.com. All ratings affected by this rating action can be found
on the S&P Global Ratings' public website at www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the
left column.
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